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Causal Diagrams for Epidemiologic Research
Sander Greenland,1Judea Pearl,2 and James M. Robins3
Causaldiagrams
havea longhistoryof informaluseand,more
recently,haveundergoneformaldevelopmentforapplications
in expertsystemsandrobotics.We providean introductionto
these developmentsand their use in epidemiologicresearch.
Causaldiagramscan providea startingpoint for identifying
variablesthat must be measuredand controlledto obtain
unconfounded
effectestimates.Theyalsoprovidea methodfor

criticalevaluationof traditionalepidemiologic
criteriaforconfounding.In particular,they revealcertainheretoforeunnoticedshortcomings
of thosecriteriawhenusedin considering
We showhow to modifythe
multiplepotentialconfounders.
traditional criteria to correct those shortcomings.
1999;10:37-48)
(Epidemiology
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Summarizationof causal links via graphsor diagramshas
long been used as an informal aid to causal analysis.
Causal graphs in the form of path diagrams are an
integral component of path analysis1 and structural
equations modeling.2In more recent times, the theory of
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) has been extended to
In these appliapplication in expert-systemsresearch.3'4
cations, there is a pressing need for valid formal rules
that allow an automated system or robot to deduce
correctly the presence or absence of causal links given
correct backgroundinformationand new data. The outgrowth of this research has been the development of a
formal theory for evaluating causal effects using the
Unlike path analysis and
languageof causal diagrams.5s6
structural-equationsmodeling, this theory does not require parametricassumptionssuch as linearity.
The theory of causal graphs is equivalent to the Gcomputation theory of Robins.7-9It has a benefit, however, of providing a compact graphical as well as algebraic formulationof assumptionsand results,which may
be easier for the general reader to comprehend. In addition, it provides a novel perspective on traditional
epidemiologic criteria for confounder identification.
This perspective reveals how traditional criteria can be
inadequate when multiple confoundersmust be considered simultaneously.We describe the modifications required of traditional criteria that enable their valid extension to situations involving multiple confounders.
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We here provide a brief introduction to the theory of
causal diagramsbased on DAGs.56 We pay special attention to its relation to nongraphical epidemiologic
treatmentsof confounding.10"-3 We show how diagrams
can serve as a visual yet logically rigorousaid for summarizingassumptionsabout a problem and for identifying variables that must be measuredand controlled to
obtain unconfounded effect estimates given those assumptions.Thus, use of such graphscan aid in planning
of data collection and analysis, in communication of
results, and in avoiding subtle pitfalls of confounder
selection.
Except where noted otherwise, the present paperwill
deal only with relations among variables in a given
source population; that is, we will deal only with structural (systematic) relations among the underlyingvariables of interest, so that issuesof measurementerrorand
randomvariationwill not arise.We will also not present
proofs of results, but we will give references in which
proofs can be found.
A Rationale for Graphs
Any deduction about a causal relation must start from
some set of assumptions, which we call the analysis
model.14Forexample, such a deduction may assumethat
uncontrolled confounding is negligible; this assumption
usually correspondsto a set of assumptionsthat various
uncontrolled factors have negligible associations with
the study factor or study disease, given what has been
controlled. The subsets of these assumptionspertaining
to causation, measurement,and selection correspondto
the causal, measurement,and selection models, whereas
the subset of assumptionspertaining to the probability
distribution of the observations correspondsto the statistical model. These subsets of assumptionsmay overlap. For example, the assumptionthat vaginal bleeding
increasesthe chance of diagnosis of endometrialcancer
and hence selection for a case-control study is common
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to all four subsets;it is a probabilisticassumptionabout
causation of diagnosis, measurementof disease, and selection for study.15
Sometimes the assumptionsof an analysis model are
so obviouslycorrect that they sound silly to explicate; an
example is the assumptionthat the apparentdeadliness
of botulism in humans in not attributableto confounding factors. In such situations it is rarelyrecognizedthat
a model is present. But most epidemiologic research is
plaguedby uncertaintyabout assumptions,in which case
it is importantto recognizeand explicate fully the analysis model.
A serious drawbackof common statistical models is
that they embody many parametricassumptionsthat are
not known to be correct and may well be incorrect.
Consider, for example, a conventional correlated-outcome logistic regression analysis of data on daily air
pollution exposure and respiratoryillness in schoolchildren, with sex entered as a covariate.The analysismodel
assumes(among other things) that the odds ratios relating pollution to the illness do not vary by sex and that
the relation of the illness odds to pollution is exponential. Neither of these assumptionsis known to be correct,
and tests of them often have little power to detect
important violations.
Another drawback of common statistical models is
that they cannot capture all types of assumptions.Continuing the example, a conventional logistic-regression
model for illness cannot representor impose the assumption that the sexes of the children are not affected by
pollution exposure, even though this assumptionis correct and may be useful in an analysisof pollution effects.
Causal diagramsare graphicalmodels for causal relations that can serve a role complementary to conventional models; they are also called influence diagrams,
relevance diagrams,or causal networks.4Such diagrams
do not incorporatethe strong parametricassumptionsof
conventional models; instead, they display assumptions
about the web of causation that are not captured by
conventional models. As with conventional models,
some of the assumptionsmay be of unknown validity;
some may be untestable,but others may be tested (albeit
with limited power) and may be varied to examine the
sensitivity of inferences to reasonablevariations.
Basics of Graph Construction
A causal diagramcan be constructedby abstractingthe
causal assumptionsembedded in a narrativedescription
of the hypothesizedrelations among the study variables.
To illustrate the idea, consider a proposedstudy of the
relation of antihistamine treatmentto asthma incidence
among first-grade children attending various public
schools. Suppose our narrative asserts that pollution
levels and sex are independent among first-gradepublicschool children; that sex influences administration of
antihistamines only through its relation to bronchial
reactivity but directly influences asthma risks; that industrial air pollution leads to asthma attacks only
through its influence on antihistamine use and bron-
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chial reactivity; and that there is no important confounder beyond air pollution, bronchial reactivity, and
sex. For this example, let A representair pollution level,
and let B, C, E, and D representindicatorsfor sex (B =
1 for boy, 0 for girl), bronchial reactivity, antihistamine
treatment, and asthma, respectively. The assertions of
the narrative are incorporatedinto Figure 1, which we
will use to illustrate terminology.
Any line or arrow connecting two variables in the
graphis called an arcor an edge.Two variablesin a graph
are adjacentif they are directly connected by an arc; in
Figure 1, A and C are adjacent, but A and D are not.
Single-headed arrowsrepresentdirect links from causes
to effects; in Figure 1, the arrowlinking A to C represents a direct effect of A on C (that is, an effect not
mediated by another variable in the diagram). In the
example, the assertionthat pollution affectsasthmaonly
through bronchial reactivity and antihistamine use corresponds to the absence of an arrow from A to D;
likewise, the assertion that sex affects antihistamine
administrationonly through bronchial reactivity corresponds to the absence of an arrowfrom B to E.
The points on the graphrepresentingthe variablesare
called nodesor vertices.A path through the graph is any
unbroken route traced out along or against arrows or
lines connecting adjacent nodes; an example is the EC-D path between E and D, which passes only through
C. A directedpathfrom one node to another in the graph
is one that can be traced through a sequence of singleheaded arrows,alwaysentering an arrowthroughthe tail
and leaving through the head; such a path is also called
a causal path in causal graphs. In Figure 1, the path
A-C-D is directed, but E-C-D is not. A node within a
path is said to interceptthe path; in Figure1, C intercepts
the paths A-C-D and E-C-D.
A variableX is an ancestoror causeof another variable
Y if there is a directed path of arrowsleading out of X
into Y; in such a case, Y is said to be a descendantof X or
affectedby X. In Figure1, A, B, and C are ancestorsof E
and D, and E and D are descendants of A, B, and C. A
variable X is a parent of Y in a graph if there is a
single-headedarrowfrom X to Y; in such a case, Y is said
to be a childof X or directlyaffectedby X. In Figure 1, A
and C are parentsof E, whereasC and E are children of
A.
Note that the "parent-child"relation and the corresponding notion of "directeffect" are not inherent bio-
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logic properties,but merely express the limits of detail
representedin the causalmodel. Forexample, to say that
"antihistamineuse E directly affects asthma occurrence
D" means only that the intermediate steps through
which antihistamine may alter asthma occurrence (for
example, by decreasingcapture and elimination of antigens in the upper airways) are not elaborated in the
model. In contrast, the more general concepts of ancestor and descendant correspondto the basic concepts of
cause and effect.
A bidirectional (two-headed) arrow connecting two
variablesin a graphis often used to indicate that the two
variables share one or more ancestors (that is, have a
cause in common), but the ancestors and their interrelations are not shown in the graph.6We will instead
represent such unspecified common ancestors by the
letter U, with dashedarrows.U may representmore than
one variable.For example, if we suspectedactions taken
at high-pollution-area schools reduced pollution exposure and also independently reduced asthma risk, we
would use Figure2 instead of Figure 1; these conditions
would be satisfied if children were kept indoors on
high-pollution days, with consequent reduced exposure
to particulateemissions and allergens.
A nondirectional arc (an arc without arrowheads)is
sometimes used to indicate that two variablesare associated for reasons other than sharing an ancestor or
affecting one another; Figure3 gives an example, which
we will discuss below. Here, we use dashed nondirectional arcs to represent relations whose source is not
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FIGURE 3.

specified by the graph. In the example of Figure 1, the
assertionthat pollution exposureand sex are marginally
unassociated follows from the absence of arcs or common ancestors connecting A and B in Figure 1.
A graph is directedif all arcs between variables are
arrows(single or doubleheaded), that is, if it contains no
nondirectional arc. A graphis acyclic(or recursive)if no
directed path in the graphformsa closed loop. Figures1
and 2 are examples of graphs that are directed and
acyclic. In the present paperwe will deal primarilywith
DAGs; we will also discuss other acyclic graphsarising
from DAGs, such as Figure3.
We will also need the following terms. A path that
connects X to Y is a backdoorpathfromX to Y if it has an
arrowheadpointing to X.6 In Figure 1, all paths from E
to D except the direct path are backdoorpaths. A path
collidesat a variable X if the path enters and exits X
through arrowheads,in which case X is called a collider
on the path.5 A path is blockedif it has one or more
colliders; otherwise it is unblocked.The backdoor path
E-A-C-B-D in Figure 1 is blocked because it collides at
C; C is the only collider on the path. In contrast, the
backdoorpath E-A-C-D is unblockedbecauseneither A
nor C are colliderson this path. Eitherkind of path may
include nondirectional arcs; for example, the backdoor
path E-A-B-D in Figure3 is unblocked.
Causation and Association in Graphs
Graphical assumptionsare qualitative and nonparametric, in that they imply nothing about the specific functional form of the relations or distributionsamong the
variables.In particular,the variablesmay be discrete or
continuous, and dose-responserelations may have any
shape. Production of an effect by a cause requires a
causal path from the cause to the effect, however; such
paths are representedby directedpaths in a graph.Thus,
absence of a directed path from X to Y representsthe
assumptionthat there is no effect of X on Y.
Every absence of a single-headed arrow representsa
basic null (no-direct-effect) assumptionencoded by the
graph and implies absence of every causal effect that
would be transmittedthrough that arrow.For example,
Figure 1 has no single-headed arrowsfrom A to B, B to
A, A to D, and B to E (these single-headed arrowsare
the only ones that could be put back in without disrupting the acyclic nature of the graph). Thus, the figure
encodes the basic causal assumptionsthat A does not
directlyaffect B, B does not directlyaffect A, A does not
directly affect D, and B does not directly affect E; the
first assumptionalso implies that there is no effect of A
on D that is transmittedthrough B, and so on.
In some situations, one may wish to assume that two
variables have no marginal (crude) association. Although this assumptionwould rarelybe exactly correct,
it is often a reasonableworkinghypothesis;for example,
it is a common assumption in studies of genetic and
environmental factors.16This assumption follows from
the absence of an unblocked path between the variables;3-6for example, Figure 1 implies that A and B have
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no marginal association. Put another way, a marginal
association between two variables in a graph requires
that there be an unblocked path between them.
In a DAG, there are only two possible kinds of unblocked paths between variables: directed paths and
backdoorpaths through a sharedancestor. Thus, a marginal association between two variables in a DAG requires that the DAG exhibit a causal pathwayfrom one
to the other or a common cause of both variables.The
first condition holds when the association between the
variablesis at least partly causal, and the second condition holds when the association is at least partly confounded. Of course, both conditions may hold; that is,
the marginalassociation may be partlycausal and partly
confounded, as with E and D in Figure 1.
The fact that every association between two variables
X and Y in a DAG is due to either a direct causal
connection or a common cause may appearto conflict
with the usual epidemiologic intuitions. For example,
associationsmay appearin a study populationbecause of
biases in selection into the population; Berkson'sbias is
a well-known example.17The conflict may be resolved
by noting that the associations generated by selection
bias are representedby nondirectional arcs, as in Figure
3; graphs with such arcs are by definitionnot directed
graphs.Directed graphsrepresentonly causalrelations in
unselected populations;nonetheless, we will show how
such graphs can be used to deduce nondirected graphs
for selected populations, such as Figure3.
The independence implied by the absence of unblocked paths between two variablesappliesregardlessof
the magnitudeof any effect or association shown in the
graph.On the other hand, the presence of an unblocked
path between two variables allows but does not automatically imply that the two variables are marginally
associated.Forexample, in Figure1 there is a direct path
and four backdoor paths between E and D. Although
each path can induce an association, these associations
might cancel one another out to yield no marginalE-D
association. Standard epidemiologic examples occur
when an effect is hidden by confounding, so that one
observes no crude association of exposure and disease,
even though exposure affects disease risk.
The presence or absence of a blocked path between
two variablesis irrelevantto their marginalassociation.
This irrelevance correspondsto the fact that the marginal associationbetween two causesof an effect (that is,
two ancestors of a collider) is fixed by the time both
causes have occurred, and the association cannot be
changed by the fact that these causes may triggera later
event. Forexample, if the BRCAI gene and intrauterine
diethylstilbestrol (DES) exposure are marginally independent of one another, this independence is not
changed by the fact that later outcomes (such as breast
cancer) may be affected by both variables. In other
words, a blocked path cannot contribute to a marginal
association, because an event cannot alter conditions
that were determined before the event occurred; in
particular,breastcancer cannot induce a marginalassociation between BRCAI and DES exposure.
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Confoundingand CausalGraphs
There are many different definitions of confoundingand
confounder.Our concern here is with confounding for
the net (total) effect of exposure, defined as a situation
in which the study exposuregroups(the study groupsat
levels of E) differin their probabilitydistributionfor the
outcome (D) for reasons other than effects of exposure.10-12Inevitably, such differencesare attributableto
effects of extraneous variables (variablesother than exposure) on the distribution of the outcome. The latter
variablesare often called confounders(although the term
"confounder"is often used more broadlyto include proxies for such variables).A variablethat is a hypothetical
candidate to be a confounder is sometimes called a
potentialconfounder.
Assuming that exposure precedes disease, confounding will be present if and only if exposurewould remain
associatedwith disease even if all exposure effects were
removed,prevented, or blocked.10This condition is easy
to check in a DAG that representsthe relations among
exposure, disease, and potential confounders,using the
following algorithm:
1. Delete all single-headedarrowsemanatingfrom the
exposure (that is, remove all exposure effects).
2. In the new graph without exposure effects, see
whether there is any unblocked path from exposure to
disease (that is, see whether exposure and disease may
remain associatedeven if exposureeffects are removed).
If there is no unblockedpath from exposureto disease
once all the exposureeffects are removed, then (according to the graph) there is no confounding of the net
exposure effect. In a DAG, the task of checking condition 2 reduces to that of checking whether the graph
indicates that exposure and disease share a common
ancestor.
Note that effects of disease play no role in the above
definition. Such effects can only occur afterthe exposure
and the disease have occurred.Their irrelevancecorresponds to the fact that, in a DAG, paths from exposure
to subsequentdisease that pass through a descendant of
disease must also pass through a collider and so are
blocked.
CRITERIAFORCONTROLOF CONFOUNDING

We wish to present some general criteria that will not
only allow us to check for confounding, but also give us
qualitative guidance for confounding control. To do so,
we will firstconsidersome traditionalcriteriain a graphical context, note their shortcomings, and introduce
new graphicalcriteria that rectify these shortcomings.
One conventional set of criteriaoften considerednecessary although not sufficient for a variable to be a
confoundercan be phrasedas follows: (1) the variableis
an ancestor (cause) of the outcome, and (2) the variable
is associatedwith exposure,but (3) the variable is not a
descendant (effect) of the exposure or outcome.12'13
With these criteria in mind, we presented Figure 1 to
variouscolleagues and students, with the question, "Assuming the graph is correct for our study population-
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TABLE 1. NumericalExampleof How IndependentVariables (A and B) Can AppearAssociatedwithin Strataof a
VariableThat They Both Affect (C)
A=
C= 1
C=0
Total

A= 0

B= 1

B=0

B= 1

B=0

800
200
1,000

600
400
1,000

400
600
1,000

200
800
1,000

that is, that there is no direct effect of A on D or B on
E, that A and B are independent, and that there is no
other confounder-what is the smallest subset from the
covariates A, B, and C that would be sufficient for
adjustment to estimate the effect of E on D without
bias?"By far, the most common response we encountered was that A alone or B would not be sufficient, but
that C alone would be sufficient.
Typically, the reasoning about Figure 1 went as follows: "Adjustment for A and B would leave C as a
confounder.But becauseC interceptsthe path fromA to
D, its control would renderA unassociatedwith D given
E. Similarly,because C intercepts the path from B to E,
its control would render B unassociatedwith E. Therefore, once we adjustfor C, A and B would fail to satisfy
one of the necessary criteria required of confounders,
and so adjustmentfor C would control confounding by
A and B as well as C." Although this reasoningcontains
a core of wisdom, it turns out that adjustment for C
alone is not sufficient for control of confounding in
Figure 1. This insufficiency indicates that a naive reading of the graph is inadequate.
There is, however, a chain of reasoning that would
have allowed us to answer the question correctly. First,
A and B have no marginal (crude) association under
Figure 1, because A and B share no common ancestor
that would produce covariation between them. Second,
A would have to be associated with C given B because
A affects C; similarly, B would have to be associated
with C given A. Thus, when we stratify on C, the
association of A and B within at least one stratumof C
will almost certainly differ from the crude A-B association; in particular,it will almost certainly not be null in
all strata of C, or in an overall summaryacrossstrata of
C. (By "almostcertainly,"we mean that exceptions can
occur in special examples involving perfect cancellations across strata of a polytomous C.'8)
Table 1 provides a numerical example. Here, we assume that A = 1 and B = 1 each occur in 50% of a
population of size 4,000 in which Figure 1 holds, and
that A and B are marginallyunassociated (that is, they
are unassociatedin the bottom marginof the table). We
also assume that having A = 1 always adds 40% to the
risk of C = 1, while having B = 1 always adds 20% to
the risk of C = 1, so that the effects of A and B exhibit
no interaction on an additive-riskscale. If we now look
within strataof C (that is, within rows C = 1 and C =
0), we see that A and B are associated;for example, the
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odds ratio for the A-B association is 2/3 within strataof
C.
One may view the preceding example as a variation
on Berkson's bias.17In Berkson's original example, A
and B were indicators of lung cancer and tuberculosis,
whereasC was an indicator of hospital admission.Berkson showed that, if A and B were independent in the
general population and had probabilisticallyindependent effects on admission C, then A and B would be
associated among the hospital admittees, who compose
the C = 1 stratum.17Note that recognition of this bias
requiresconsiderationof the originalDAG for the entire
population; one could not recognize the in-hospital association of A and B as biased if one consideredonly the
hospital data.
The preceding example correspondsto a general rule
about causal relations: Suppose two variablesA and B
both affect a third variableC (that is, C is a descendant
of A and B). Then the association of A and B within
strataof C will almost certainly differfrom the marginal
association of A and B. This rule has long been recognized in epidemiologicproblemsin which the effect of A
it is known as the "explaining
on B is of interest7'13''5;
away"effect in artificial-intelligenceresearch.19Applying the rule to Figure1, in which the effect of E on D is
of interest, we see that adjustmentfor C can create an
unblocked backdoorpath from E to D that circumvents
C: the association of A and B within strata of C can
create an association of A with D indirectly, through B;
it can also create an association of B with E indirectly,
through A.
Figure3 illustratesthe situation within strataof C. By
creatingan associationbetween A and B, adjustmentfor
C has generateda new unblocked backdoorpath from E
to D (the path E-A-B-D). Because B is now associated
with E, B now satisfies the earlier (conventional) confounderdefinition, so that control of B appearsnecessary
once C is controlled. We will see below, however, that
control of B is not necessarygiven Figure 1; instead, B
and C are sufficientto control confounding,but A and C
would do as well. We will also present an algorithmthat
will allow us to identify sufficient confoundersets using
simple manipulationsof the original graph (Figure 1).
We may generalize what we have illustrated so far.
Suppose each of several variables satisfies the conventional definition of a confounder,such as A, B, and C in
Figure 1. By controlling a subset of these variables,we
may alter the associations among the remaining variables; in particular, we may create new associations
among the remaining variables, the exposure, and the
disease. These new associations can produce new unblocked paths between E and D and thus can create (as
well as control) confounding. Consequently, intuitions
based on situations involving only one confounder can
be an inadequateguide in situations involving multiple
confounders.
STRATIFICATION
UNDERA MULTIPLICATIVE
MODEL

A striking contrast of the parametricfocus of conventional methods vs the nonparametricfocus of graphical
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methods arisesin consideringcase-only studies of "geneenvironment interactions."20'21
Suppose two factors are
marginallyindependent, as in the BRCAI-DESexample
above; then, if their effects are multiplicative, there will
be no association of the factors among the cases. As a
consequence, if biases are absent and the factors are
independent in the source population giving rise to the
cases, an association of the factors among the cases has
to be attributed to a departurefrom multiplicativity of
the factor effects.20'21
The rationale for a case-only study is that, under a
multiplicative model, unbiased selection into the caseonly study should yield a population (comprising only
cases) with no association of the factors.Nonetheless, in
keeping with the earlier graphicalresults, the noncases
left behind will exhibit an association of the factors
(albeit a weak one if the disease is rare). That is, the
associationinduced by stratifyingon the outcome will be
entirely concentrated among the noncases if the factors
are marginallyindependent and have multiplicative effects on disease.
In a real application of the case-only design, one
should consider whether there is any scientific basis for
focusing on a multiplicative model form, which is after
all just one of an infinitude of possible model forms. As
Table 1 shows, marginallyindependent factors may be
strongly associated among cases under other reasonable
"no-interaction"models.
PHYSICALVS ANALYTICCONTROLOF CONFOUNDING

The failureof intuitions in the above examplesmay arise
because common intuitions about confounding control
arise from experiments, in which "control"may mean
direct physical control (manipulation) of a variable.In a
structuresuch as that in Figure 1, successfulexperimental control of C could mean that the investigatorphysically prevents C from varying in response to variations
in A, B, or any other variables. As a result, A and B
would no longerhave effects on E or D that are mediated
through C. For example, if A were weight, B were
apolipoproteinE genotype, C were serum cholesterol, E
were blood pressure,and D were cardiovasculardisease,
then effective medical control of cholesterol would
block those effects of weight and genotype that are
mediated through serum cholesterol. The result of such
medical control would be a diagramlike that in Figure4,
in which the arrowsfrom A to C and B to C are erased
or cut. In this new diagram,with C controlled by intervention, there is no confounding by A or B, hence, the
common intuition that control of C is sufficient to
control confounding, given Figure 1. (Of course, in
realitythe available interventions would weaken but not
eliminate the effects of A and B on C.)
By definition, physical blocking of a path is not an
option in observational studies. Instead, we can only
"control"C in a data-analyticsense of adjustment;
that is,
we restrict our analyses (and perhaps our data collection) to a stratum of C; we may then combine results
across different strata or employ some regression ana-
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logue of this process.Unfortunately,analytic adjustment
for C has consequences quite different from those of
physical control. With adjustmentfor C, we must shift
our attention from the crudeA-B associationto the A-B
associationswithin strata of C. In doing so, we descend
into strataof C, in which A and B can be associated(as
in Figure3), even though they have no cause (ancestor)
in common and hence have no association in the original directed graph.
UNNECESSARYADJUSTMENTAND HARMFULADJUSTMENT

Improper adjustment for a third variable can create
confounding even when exposure and disease share no
common cause. Figure5 gives an example; here, A and
C have no effect on D other than through E, and B and
C have no effect on E. As in Figure 1, however, A and
B would be associatedwithin strata of C; hence, if one
adjustedfor C, one would have to adjust for A or B to
ensure that there is no confounding within the strata.
There is a broader lesson in Figure 5. Given that
diagram,there is no confounding and hence no need to
adjust for C, because there is no unblocked backdoor
path from E to D. We can nonetheless make A and B
into confoundersby adjustingfor C. Thus, given Figure
5, unconfounded answerscan be obtained by adjusting
for nothing or by adjusting for anything other than C
alone. More generally, adjustmentfor variables(such as
C in Figure 5) that are not necessary to control may
necessitate adjustmentfor even more variables.
Now considerFigure6, in which we observea variable
F that is affectedby E and D. There is no confoundingof
the effect of E on D in this diagram.Thus, given the
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FIGURE 5.
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diagram,the crude association of E and D should represent the effect of E on D without bias, and adjustment
for F is unnecessary.Furthermore,because F is associated
with both E and D, the associations of E and D with
strata of F would differ from the crude association and
hence differ from the true effect; that is, they would be
biased.This situation is similarto that of adjustmentfor
C in Figure5, except that there is no other variable to
control that would remove the bias. Thus, adjustment
for F is not only unnecessarybut irremediablyharmful
(biasing).
A classic example of adjustment-induced bias occurredwhen, in studies of estrogen (E) and endometrial
cancer (D), some researchersattempted to control for
detection bias by stratifying on uterine bleeding (F),
which could be causedby either estrogenor cancer, as in
Figure6. The association between estrogen and cancer
within levels of bleeding was drasticallyreducedby this
stratification; unfortunately, the reduction was more
plausibly attributableto bias produced by stratification
than to removal of detection bias.15
Another important example of adjustment-induced
bias can occur in attempts to adjust for the "healthyworker survivor effect."7 This effect is the bias that
occurs when unmeasuredhealth conditions (U) influence decisions to leave work (for example, quit, take
disability leave, or retire) and also influence mortality
(D); when this happens, leaving work may become associated with mortality, even if it has no effect on
mortality. Suppose the study exposure (E) is job-site
assignment, which influences worker decisions about
when to leave work (L). Figure 7 illustrates such a
scenario. In this figure, there is no confounding of the
E-D association, so that the crude association is unbiased. Because L is associated with E and D, however,
control of L would most likely yield an E-D association
differentfrom the crude and thereforewould be harmful.

U
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//
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\

D
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FIGURE 7.

SUFFICIENTSETS OF ADJUSTMENTVARIABLES

Suppose now that we have laid out our workingassumptions about causal relations in a DAG, and we wish to
estimate the effect of E on D, where E and D are
variablesin the graphand E temporallyprecedes D. We
know that adjustmentfor a variable can produce bias if
the variableis a descendant of E. We have also seen that
adjustmentfor a variable along a backdoorpath from E
and D can producebias if that variableis a collider along
the path, as C was in Figure5. This finding is a subtle
insight about analytic control added by causal graph
theory, and we must account for it in revising conventional criteria for adjustment.
Suppose we have a set S of variables that we are
considering for use in adjustment.We will refer to the
strata defined by cross-classificationon all of the variables in S as "strataof S". We define a set of variablesS
as sufficientfor confoundingadjustmentof the E-D relation
if there is no confoundingof the E-D relationshipin any
stratumof S. Our usageof "sufficient"will thus referonly
to control of confounding. Concerns about possible heterogeneity of effect measures (effect-measuremodification) may dictate finer stratificationthan that sufficient
for confounding adjustment. For example, in a large
randomizedtrial, one may have no concern about confounding, in that the unadjusted(crude) estimates may
be unconfoundedsummaryeffect estimates;nonetheless,
one may wish to look for possible differences in effects
among men and women, young and old patients, etc.
GRAPHICALCRITERIA

Given a DAG and a set S of variablesin the graphthat
are not descendants (effects) of E or D, it can be shown
that S is sufficientfor adjustmentif, upon adjustmentfor
S, there is no unblocked backdoor path from E to D.6
This condition is equivalent to the following pair of
graphicalcriteria:
G1. Every unblocked backdoor path from E to D is
intercepted by a variable in S, and
G2. Every unblocked path from E to D induced by
adjustment for the variables in S is intercepted by a
variable in S.
Criterion G2 is the key addition to conventional
wisdom. At first glance, it might seem difficult to verify
that this criterion is satisfied;fortunately,it is equivalent
to the following operational criterion:
G2*. If every collider on a backdoorpath from E to D
is either in S or has a descendant in S, then S must also
contain a noncollider along that path.6
In Figures1 and 5, the set containing only C does not
satisfy this criterion, whereas the sets {A, C} and {B, C}
do.
The above criteria lead to a graphical (and hence
visual) algorithmfor checking whether a set of variables
is sufficientfor adjustmentgiven a particularDAG. This
algorithm is known as the backdoortest for sufficiency.22
This test may be performedas follows. Given a subset
S = {S1, . . , Sn} of variables that contains no descen-

dant of E or D, performthe following series of manipulations (steps) on the original graph:
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M1. Delete all arrows emanating from E (that is,
remove all exposure effects);
M2. Draw undirected arcs to connect every pair of
variables that share a child that is either in S or has a
descendant in S (that is, put in all arcs generated by
control of S); and
M3. In the new graphderived from steps Ml and M2,
see whether there is any unblocked path from E to D
that does not pass through S.
S is sufficient if the answerto M3 is negative, that is,
if every unblocked path from E to D in the graph
resulting from Ml and M2 passes through S.
Applying Ml and M2 to Figure 1 with S = {A, C},
S = {B, C}, or S = {C} yields Figure 8. In this figure,
every path from E to D passes through {A, C}, so {A, C}
is sufficient;however, the unblockedpath E-A-B-D does
not pass through C, so {C} is not sufficient.Applying Ml
and M2 to Figure 5 with S = {C} yields Figure 9, in
which the unblocked path E-A-B-D does not pass
throughC, so {C} is not sufficient.Applying M1 and M2
to Figure5 with S = {} (the empty set) yields Figure 10,
in which there is no unblocked path from E to D; thus,
we need not adjust for anything given Figure5.
When a graph contains many variables, it may become tedious to carryout M3. The back-door test may
be simplified as follows. After we adjustfor a set S, any
unblocked backdoor path can only pass through variables that are ancestors of E, D, or a variable in S.
Therefore, before applying the test, we may simplifythe
graph by dropping all variables outside of E, D, and S
that are not ancestorsof E or D or a variablein S.23This
simplification may considerably reduce the number of
backdoorpaths from E to D. Applying this simplification

- - B

A------

J

-

to Figure5 with S = {}leads us to dropC from the graph.
DroppingC yields Figure 11, in which there is no backdoor path from E to D. Thus, the empty set is sufficient
to adjustfor confoundingin Figure5, which is to say that
there is no confounding in the figure. This is so, even
though C would almost certainly be marginallyassociated with E and associatedwith D conditional on E, and
so it would appearto be a confounder of the E-D effect
if A and B were ignored.
MINIMAL
SUFFICIENCY

A set of variablesmay be sufficientfor adjustment,but it
may be unnecessaryto adjust for all of the variables in
the set. A set S of variables is minimallysufficientfor
adjustmentif S is sufficient but no propersubset of S is
sufficient. In Figure 1, both {A, C} and {B, C} are
minimally sufficient sets, because some control is necessary and no single variable is sufficient for control. On
the other hand, although {A, C} and {B, C} are both
sufficient in Figure 5, neither is minimally sufficient,
because no control is necessary(that is, the empty set is
also sufficient). To find a minimally sufficient set, we
may sequentially delete variables from a sufficient set
until no more can be droppedwithout the new set failing
the backdoortest.24
It is important to recognize that a set S may be
sufficient for confounding adjustment, and yet adding
variablesto S may yield a set S* that is not sufficient. In
other words, control of a set of variables may yield an
unbiased measure of effect, and yet control of more
variablesmay create bias.6'1lFigure5 is a simple example
of this phenomenon, in which no control (S = {}) is
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sufficient, and yet control of C (S* = {C}) is not sufficient.
It is also important to recognize that there may be
several different minimally sufficient sets, which may
not even overlap with one another, and which may be
quite disparatein size and in difficulty of measurement.
Figure12 providesan example in which all of the causes
of D are associatedwith E only through a final common
path that passes through F. Both {A, B, C} and {F} are
minimally sufficient but have no variable in common.
SEPARATION
GRAPHICAL

The graphicalcriteriafor sufficiency(criteria 1-3 above)
involve a more generalgraphicalconcept that will prove
useful in evaluating confounding criteria and variable
subsets. We say a set of variables S separatestwo other
sets R and T, or S blocksevery path between R and T, if
the following criteria are met:
S1. Every unblocked path from R to T is intercepted
by a variable in S, and
S2. Every unblocked path from R to T generated by
adjustment for the variables in S is intercepted by a
variable in S.
(This concept is usuallycalled "d-separationof R and
T by S" in the graphicalliterature,3'5'6
where d standsfor
"directional".)With this definition, we can say that S is
sufficientfor control of confoundingunder a given DAG
if S contains no descendants of E or D, and S separates
E from D in the graph obtained by deleting all arrows
emanating from E. Thus, in Figure8 (which is Figure 1
with the E-D arrowdeleted), the set {A, C} separatesthe
set {E}from the set {D},and so does the set {B, C}, but the
set {C} does not. In Figure 12, the set {F}separates{E}
from {D} once the E-D arrowis deleted, and so does the
set {A, B, C}.
The concept of separationis useful beyond the backdoor test, because it implies the statistical concept of
stratum-specificindependence: if S separatesR and T,
then every variable in R is unassociated with every
variable in T within strata of S.3'5'6'25
For example, in

Figure8, {A, C} separates{E}from {D}, and hence, under
this graph, E and D are unassociatedwithin A-C strata.

Although the converse is not necessarily correct, the
exceptions involve perfect cancellations of associations
and so may be of little practical relevance in epidemiology.
Connection of Graphical and Statistical Criteria
Suppose that we have partitioned a sufficient subset of
potential confounders in a problem into two subsets S
and T, where no variablein S or T is affectedby E or D.
Although there is some variation in details, criteria
based on statistical associationsare often used to decide
whether to treat S alone as sufficient for adjustment.
Commonly, S is treated as sufficient if every potential
confounderC in T satisfiesat least one of the following
criteria:
U1. C and E are unassociated (independent) within
the strata defined by S; or
U2. C is unassociatedwith D within the stratadefined
by E and S.
For example, if S = {age, sex}, T = {birth year},E =
smoking, and D = myocardialinfarction (MI), the criteria say that birth year need not be controlled once age
and sex are controlled if either (1) smoking and birth
year are unassociated within age-sex strata or (2) MI
incidence and birth year are unassociatedwithin smoking-age-sex strata.
Some authorsuse a less restrictiveversion of criterion
U2, in which C is unassociated with D among the
unexposed.Such usageis justifiableif the effect measures
of interest refer or are standardizedto the exposed popOur version is needed,
ulation, as is often assumed.10'11,26
however, if one wishes C to be unnecessaryregardlessof
which standard(reference) distribution is chosen.12
Consider the statistical criteria applied to Figure 1
with S = {C} and T = {A, B}. Apart from exampleswith
perfect cancellation, the above criteriawould detect the
insufficiencyof S. Forexample, within strataof C, E and
A are associated because A affects E; and, within E-C
strata, A is associated with D because A would be
associated with B and B affects D.
Now considerFigure5 with S = {} (the empty set) and
T = {A, B, C}. Apart from examples with perfect cancellation, the above statistical criteria would fail to detect the sufficiency of S (that is, that no control is
necessary),because C fails both criteria;E and C would
be associatedbecause both are affectedby A; and C and
D would be associatedwithin strataof E becauseboth are
affectedby B. Thus, the usualcriteriafor evaluatinga set
of confounders do not correspond perfectly with the
graphical test; the criteria may not identify all of the
sufficient sets and, in particular, may fail to identify
minimally sufficient sets.
It is possible, however, to generalize the usual statistical criteriaso that they identify all of the sufficientsets
found by the backdoortest (see corollary4.1 of Robins9).
Suppose that S and T together are sufficient for adjustment. Then T will be unnecessarygiven S if T can be
decomposed into two disjoint subsets T1 and T2 such
that, within strataof S, both of the following criteriaare
met:
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U *. T, is unassociated with E within strata defined
by S; and
U2*. T2 is unassociatedwith D within strata defined
by E, S, and T1;
Note that variables in T, may be associated with
variablesin T2; the criteriado require,however, that T1
and T2 have no variable in common and that all variables in T appear in either T1 or T2. To apply these
criteria, we may begin by taking T, to be the largest
subset of S that is independent of E and so satisfiesU 1*;
we then check to see whether T2 = T - T,, the remainder of T after deleting T1, satisfies U2*.
Whereas the usual approach requireseithercriterion
U1 or U2 to hold for each variable in T to ignore T, we
require bothcriteria UI* and U2* to hold. When consideringjust one variablebeyond S, however, criteriaU1
and U2 are special cases of criteriaU1* and U2*. To see
this fact, first note that the empty set {} is unassociated
with everything (because it defines no strata),and hence
it vacuously satisfies both UI* and U2*. Hence, if C
satisfies criterion U1, T = {C} satisfiescriteria U * and
U2* with T, = {C} and T2 = {}; if C instead satisfies
criterion U2, T = {C} satisfies criteria Ul* and U2*
with T, = {} and T2 = {C}.
As an example, suppose S = {age, sex}, T = {birth
year, height}, E = smoking, and D = MI. Then criteria
UI* and U2* imply that neither birth year nor height
need be controlled if any one of the following four
conditions hold:
1. Within age-sex strata,smoking is unassociatedwith
the compound variable birth year-height (T, = {birth
year, height}, T2 = {});
2. Within smoking-age-sexstrata,the compoundvariable birth year-height is unassociatedwith MI (T, = {},

it offers a straightforwardvisual means of checking criteria, at least in moderate-sizedgraphs,and it translates
into an efficient algorithm for finding minimally sufficient subsetsof control variables.6'22
This algorithmdoes
not depend on quantitative information and so can be
applied in the design as well as the analysis stage of a
study, as well as to situations in which some key potential confounders have not been measured. The graph
also clearly displays the essential assumptions for the
algorithm,such as the assumptionsthat S and T contain
no variable affected by E or D.
It is possible for S and T to satisfyU1* and U2* even
though S fails the backdoortest. In such a case S would
still be sufficient for adjustment;thus, the backdoortest
does not identify all sufficient subsets in all settings.
Nonetheless, these cases involve perfect cancellations of
associations and so may be of little practical relevance
for epidemiology.
In a subsequentpaper,we hope to discussthe relation
of graphical criteria for nonconfounding to exchangeability and collapsibilitycriteria.10-12,26
Briefly,if S and T
satisfyUl* and U2*, then the differentexposuregroups
will be exchangeablewithin strataof S, and both the risk
difference and risk ratio (but not necessarily the odds
ratio) will be collapsible over T.9 Thus, if S passes the
backdoortest there will be no confoundingwithin strata
of S, and, given stratification on S, T will contain no
confounder accordingto the definitions in our previous

T2 = {birth year, height});

writings.",'12,26

3. Smoking and birth year are unassociated within
age-sex strata, and height and MI are unassociated
within smoking-age-sex-birthyear strata (T, = {birth
year},T2 = {height}); or
4. Smoking and height are unassociated within agesex strata,and birth year and MI are unassociatedwithin
smoking-age-sex-height strata (T1 = {height}, T2 =
{birth year}).
Each of these conditions is sufficient, even if birth
year is associated with height.
Consider again Figure5 with S = {} and T = {A, B,
C}. Using T1 = {B}and T2 = {A, C}, we may show that
T satisfies criteria UI* and U2* and that S (no adjustment) is sufficient. First, B and E are unassociated, so
U1* is satisfied;second, within E-B strata,A-C is unassociated with D, so U2* is satisfied.
The preceding example illustratesa general theorem
linking graphicaland associational criteria. Suppose we
have disjoint sets of variables S and T in a DAG that
contain no descendant of E or D and together satisfythe
backdoor test; then S alone satisfies the backdoor test
only if T can be partitioned into disjoint subsets that
satisfy criteria U1* and U2*.927 Thus, graphical sufficiency implies satisfaction of our generalizedstatistical
criteria.The advantageof the graphicalapproachis that

Discussion
A closed loop in a causal diagramrepresentsreciprocal
causation (feedback). Graphswith such loops are called
cyclicor nonrecursive.We have limited our discussionto
acyclic graphs,because cyclic graphsare interpretableas
shorthand representationsof acyclic graphswith multiple time-specific measurementsof the variables.For example, the statement "Xcan cause Y and Y can cause X"
could be representedin a cyclic graphas simple as Figure
13. Nonetheless, because causes must precede effects,
the statement can only be meaningfully interpretedas
saying that "the occurrenceof X can cause a subsequent
occurrence of Y, and vice versa."An acyclic representation of this statement requirestime-specificversionsof
each variable, such as in Figure 14. Cyclic graphs can
have a deceptively simple appearance relative to the
complex time-dependentprocessesthey represent.With
proper translation into acyclic form, however, such
graphs can be analyzed using the methods given here;
such translationwill also reveal exactly what time-series
of measurements are needed for unconfounded effect
estimation. For discussions of graphical methods for
time-dependent variablesand direct effects, see Robins9
and Pearl and Robins.27
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Causal diagramsprovide results equivalent to those
obtainable using the more established counterfactual
causal models of philosophy28and statistics29;see Robins8'9and Galles and Pearl30for descriptionsof the connection. Although we have found counterfactualmodels
useful in our previouswork,7'"graphicalmodels seem to
have a broad intuitive appeal, and we are enthusiastic
about their use in teaching principles for identification
and control of confounding. Nonetheless, we must emphasize that no approach solves the central epistemologic problem of inferring causation from nonexperimental (observational) data. As realized by Hume
centuries ago and reinforced by many authors
all causal inference is based on assumptions
since,26'28'29
that cannot be derived from observationsalone.
Even if we obtain randomized-trialdata, we must
assume that no bias occurred in allocation and compliance, or that any such bias can be handled by adjustment
procedures;such assumptionsare not always correct. In
nonexperimental studies, our inferences are furtherlimited by assumptions (often wishful) that we have adequately measured all of the important selection and
confoundingfactors.Graphscan only help convey those
assumptionsand indicate what measurementsare sufficient for adjustment,given thoseassumptions.
Because the graphical techniques used in this paper
presumea qualitative understandingof the causal structure behind the data, they are less ambitious than those
used in some of the graphical literature,which attempt
to infersuch structuresfromdata.5'31,32
The methods used
for such inferences involve assumptionsthat may not be
warrantedin typical epidemiologic studies. Full descriptions and critiques of these methods are somewhat involved and appearelsewhere.59331-37
Because the methods are highly controversial, their use for drawing
inferences (such as in the TETRAD software of
Scheines et a132)should be cautioned by awarenessof the
controversy.
We have limited our presentation to graphical analyses of confounding. Of equal or greater importance to
validity are problems of measurement error, which in
most cases (and contrary to popular lore) cannot be
validly handled by simple approaches,such as stratification on indicators of "information quality."38Graphs
can, however, be used to convey and analyze assumptions about measurementprocesses. Important applications arise when a measurement can be affected by
variablesother than the one supposedlybeing measured.
As a simple example, consider a case-control study of
sleep position E and sudden infant death syndrome D.

Suppose the measurementof E is parental responseF to
a question about sleep position; responsebias would then
correspondto the presence of an arrowfrom the study
outcome D to the exposuremeasurementF, as in Figure
6. In a futurearticle, we hope to describethe application
of graphical models to validity questions that involve
simultaneousconsideration of different sources of bias.
In closing, we wish to emphasizethat the methods we
have discussed are purely qualitative and so do not
address the quantitative problem of determining how
much control is necessaryto reducebias to an acceptable
level. Such determinationsrequiremuch more information than demandedfor purelygraphicalanalysis,such as
information about strength of associations among confoundersand exposure,as well as strengthof confounder
effects on disease.This informationis rarelyknown with
any accuracy;as a consequence, estimatesof residualbias
are rarely if ever accurate. One way to address this
problem is to conduct a sensitivityanalysisof bias,9'39-41
although such analyses may themselves depend on and
hence be sensitive to various simplifyingassumptions.42
These issues exemplify the complexities one can expect
to encounter in a quantitative analysis of bias.
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